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School of Advanced Studies - Pisa

STATEMENT ON POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST,

PERFORMING OF DUTIES AND/OR HOLD]NG OF OFFICES

The undersigned, Boubacar ElHadji BA as teacher applying for the course/seminar

DECLARES

under his/herown responsibility, pursuantto S.53, par.14 of Legislative Decree No. 165/2001, and S. 15,
par. l,letter c) of Legislative Decree No. 33/2013, both as amended and supplemented, aware of the
criminal sanctions under S. 76 of Presidential Decree No. 445 of 28 December 2000 (Consolidated Text),
in case of forgery of deeds and fraudulent misrepresentations,

(please tick one of the following boxes):
X That the following information is relevant to allow the School of Advanced Studies to assess if there
is any effective or potential conflict of interest with the teacher offering the position and/or with this
lnstitution

(specify the rnformation)

X NOT to have any effective or potential conflict of interest with the teacher offering the position and/or
with this lnstitution.

That he/she undertakes, however, during the class/classes, not to make any direct reference to, nor
any value judgement on, products which may give rise to a conflict of interest.

That he/she undertakes to promptly notify by email the Senior Officer, the tutor and the U.O. Alta
Formazione, if a specific product or company has to be quoted, for example, when presenting a
"company case study" or a "scientific case study", for teaching purposes which may in no way be

X That he/she has performed any duties and/or currently holds any office in a private law body governed
or financed by state authorities, or that he/she works for such bodies or companies

(specify the year, the body/company, relationship)

Place and date, Bamako,le 2710212022

I attach a copy of a currently valid identity document and a copy of my Curriculum Vitae
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